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Welcome everybody, 
 
It’s a great honour and privilege to be here in Zagreb today and I have been 
looking forward to this moment. We are gathered here to announce the launch of 
a new company called ‘Postkvantnost d.o.o’.  
 
It is also the moment of the release of the Croatian translation of my book titled 
‘Buđenje duša distorzija’.  
 
The original version of my book is titled ‘Souls of Distortion Awakening’ and it was 
released and published on January 15th 2005 on the Internet as a free e-book. 
The book became rather popular on the Internet in a surprisingly short time. 
About a year ago I was contacted and told that my book had been translated into 
Croatian. I was both surprised and grateful and we decided to release the 
Croatian translation on my website. Plans for a printed edition were made in 
spring of this year and it’s my privilege to be able to present this book to you in 
hard copy form in Zagreb today. 
 
Before I will delve into the backgrounds of my book, let me first introduce myself. 
I’m 45 years of age and have a technical education and background. I studied 
both at the Technical University of Eindhoven and the Technical Collage in Venlo 
in the Netherlands. I hold a bachelor’s degree in both electrical and software 
engineering and I’m currently employed as a software engineer.  
 
Although I’ve always been interested in the paranormal world, my scientific 
oriented education withheld me from accepting a spiritual domain beyond the 
physical. I kept a strong scepticism towards all supernatural phenomena. My 
world changed dramatically after consulting a psychic healer for about 18 months 
on a regular basis. Spending hours in the waiting room, talking to dozens of 
people and having personal experiences that I could not explain from my 
analytical left-brain oriented world-view, I finally had to accept the reality of a 
spiritual realm beyond the physical. 
 
As a result I started to educate myself in spiritually and I spent years of reading 
about paranormal phenomena, near death experiences, reincarnation, Buddhism 
and New Age literature in general. At the end of the nineties I started to realize 
that a lot of scientists were finally bridging the gap between science and 
spirituality and from that moment on these scientists and scholars became the 
focus of my spiritual quest and personal scientific interest. 
 
My endeavours finally culminated into connecting all the dots after years of study 
in my book titled ‘Souls of Distortion Awakening’. The book is meant to be a 
wakeup call, a reminder of who we really are and where we came from. This 
message is very important especially now humanity is heading towards a 
crossroads in history. Prophecies are that we are reaching a crescendo in our 
spiritual evolution around 2012. Current world affairs spiral more and more into 
crisis situations that are acting as catalysts in a process that is urging us to wake 
up. One only has to open up the newspapers to read about the climate changes, 
the war on terror, a new cold war with Russia, another US thread to attack Iran, 
the peak oil situation and the current world wide financial crisis, to understand 



that we live in critical times. These events are bad harbingers of a dark future for 
humanity if we don’t wake up and make a U-turn quickly.  
 
It’s becoming increasingly clear that the future of humanity cannot thread along 
the same paths of the past. We are living in extraordinary times where a global 
consciousness shift is required if we are to avoid a total collapse of our climate, 
our biosphere, our financial systems, our economies and world peace. The world 
is in desperate need of new leaders that will illuminate the way and prevent us 
from the chaos that is looming over the horizon. 
 
System theorist professor Ervin Laszlo, founder of the club of Budapest, warns us 
that all the developments in the world will lead to a crescendo around 2012. 
Laszlo makes this prediction based on chaos theory and claims that the world 
acting as a complex chaotic system will come at a cross roads around 2012. We 
now live a critical time where real changes and breakthroughs need to be made if 
we are to avoid a catastrophe. 
  
Then there’s the Mayan calendar that will expire coincidentally on December 21st 
2012. The ancient Maya predicted the current climate changes and warned us 
that we now live in a time of cleansing before a new Sun, meaning a new Word 
Age, would commence at the end of the Mayan calendar. 
 
Independently two different evolutionary theories have been developed. Both 
theories predict that the year 2012 will be a special time in the evolution of 
mankind. The first theory is based on the Chinese oracle book the ‘I Ching’. It 
was developed by Terrence McKenna who found a fractal pattern in the I Ching. 
This fractal pattern led to the development of the fractal ‘Time Wave function’. 
This function plots changes or novelties in time and it is said to monitor 
humanity’s evolution. Without having any prior knowledge of the Mayan calendar, 
oddly enough, McKenna’s Time Wave function implodes into a singularity, 
predicting a moment of great changes around the end date of the Mayan 
calendar! 
  
My friend professor Dr. Sergey Smelyakov has independently developed a similar 
theory based on the Mayan calendar itself. I have been able to help him with this 
theory to make it fractal and truly implode towards the end of the Mayan 
calendar, December 21st 2012. This model also predicts an increase in the 
frequency of changes towards infinity at the end of the Mayan calendar.  
 
It’s not hard to see that the current developments in our world are indeed 
occurring faster and faster which may very well lead to more radical changes in 
our world as we approach 2012. I strongly feel and believe that we live in this 
time of great changes that were predicted by the Maya, it’s a time of a world 
transformation.  
 
The current financial and economic crisis in the world will act as a catalyst for 
dramatic future changes. The Maya tell us that this is the time of purification and 
all ‘darkness’ and ‘corruption’ in our world will be brought to the light first before 
it will be cleansed and transformed into something new. The current corrupt 
financial system needs to be transformed fundamentally to make it sound again. 
This is but one example of the probably many crucial changes that lie ahead of 
us. 
 
It’s therefore very important that dramatic new insights emerge to help solve the  
current global problems. The main cause of the current global state of affairs, I 
believe is due to the selfishness and greed of man. This has lead for one thing to 



the current financial crisis. The root cause of our problems I believe however are 
mankind’s distorted view of reality.  
 
The world which is becoming smaller and smaller every day, has grown into one 
global village community. The internet for instance acts as a mediator between 
people from around the world that would otherwise never have met. 
Globalization, the major drive of companies to expand their business on a global 
scale, has led to a global interconnectedness and mutual dependency of 
economies.  
 
Yet we still keep this old-fashioned idea believing that what happens at the other 
end of the world, won’t affect us locally. We also tend to believe that where we 
live, global warming won’t affect us. We tend to believe that a war in Iraq won’t 
really affect us. We tend to believe that the collapse of the banking system in the 
US won’t really affect us, at least not immediately. The truth however is, that the 
world as a whole with its infinite interdependencies, acts like a chaotic system 
and responds to even the smallest changes within this system.  
 
Within chaos theory this is called the ‘butterfly effect’ and this is why the financial 
problems that started in the US now spread like a virus over the entire planet. 
 
We as a species are now forced more than ever before in history to collective deal 
with our mutual problems because the global community has become an 
interwoven web of mutual dependencies.  
 
The Darwinian ‘survival of the fittest’ mentality that we used in the past won’t 
work any longer in a world where everything has become interrelated and 
interdependent. What we do over here will eventually affect others over there and 
will come back at us rather sooner than later. We have to face up to the reality 
that we can only solve our problems collectively. 
 
As Einstein once said ‘you can’t solve a problem with the same mindset that 
created the problem’. So a new way of thinking is required. 
 
As the title of my book suggests human beings tend to have a distorted view of 
reality since we set ourselves apart from Mother Nature. Our distorted view tells 
us that we are separate beings with individual egos and it’s this concept of self 
that leads to selfishness and a Darwinian ‘survival of the fittest’ mentality.  
 
This distorted view of reality includes our distinction between the spiritual and the 
physical domains. The current scientific paradigm of modern science is telling that 
all observable phenomena in nature have a physical cause within the physical 
realm. Consciousness awareness is explained as an epiphenomenon, a side effect 
of the electrical activity of the brain, the firing of synapses and the brain waves 
that are created. The brain activity allows us for a consciousness awareness of an 
outside world that we as the observer experience as separate from ourselves. 
 
Eastern spiritual traditions on the other hand teach that the human ego is based 
on an illusion. We are all but different aspects of the same oneness consciousness 
that pervades the universe. In reality there’s really only ONE of us here, so they 
claim.  
 
Scientific research in the domain of quantum physics is now revealing that 
everything in the physical universe is indeed interconnected. Scientists call this 
connectedness ‘quantum entanglement’. It means that at the quantum level of 
subatomic particles all these particles are connected. Separatism simply seizes to 
exist at the quantum level. 



  
Quantum science also explains that there’s an invisible energy field at the very 
foundation of all physical reality. This field is called the zero point field. The 
physical world is floating in this sea of energy that is so huge that’s its beyond 
our capacity to grasp it. The zero point field must exist due to Heisenberg’s 
uncertainty principle which states that at the quantum level measuring a particles 
location makes its momentum uncertain, while measuring its momentum makes 
its position uncertain. This means that at no certain time can we know both the 
location and momentum (speed) of a quantum particle. 
 
If we were to miniaturise a clock with a large pendulum to the scale of an atom, 
the pendulum of the miniature clock would be swinging eternally. If it would stop, 
both place and momentum of the pendulum would be known and this would 
violate the Heisenberg principle. This means that at the quantum level there’s a 
sea of energy constantly energizing particles and these particles can never come 
to rest, not even at the lowest possible temperature of 0 degrees Kelvin. This is 
why this energy is called zero point energy. It’s the energy that remains even at 
0 degrees Kelvin when according to classical physics all atoms should have seized 
moving. At the sub atomic level however, the clock of the universe keeps ticking 
eternally. 
 
Now a hundred years after the foundation of quantum theory by Max Planck, 
scientists are finally coming to grips with the implications of quantum physics. 
While in the quantum realm we can no longer speak of a strict separation of all 
physical matter, scientists have also discovered that the strict separation between 
the physical and mental world cannot be made. Experiments in the realm of 
quantum phenomena have shown time and again that the observer and the 
observed phenomena cannot be separated from each other. The scientist as the 
observer of an experiment is part of his own experiment and his consciousness 
observation influences the experiment by the way the quantum wave collapses. 
This makes him a participator and a co-creator of the reality that he is observing.  
 
In his book ‘Quantum entanglement’, Dean Radin professor at the University of 
Princeton and a member of the Edgar Mitchel’s institute of Noetic sciences 
describes how research into ‘mind over matter’ phenomena has proven beyond a 
shadow of a doubt that the phenomena are real. There’s abundant proof that the 
mind can alter and has control over the physical domain.  
 
It’s has taken science 300 years after Descartes and Newton, the founders of 
modern science, to come to this conclusion. The point is that we are using our 
‘mind over matter’ powers almost continuously and on a daily basis throughout 
our lives. A simple thought experiment proves that ‘mind over matter’ is real. 
Whenever an immaterial thought pops up in our head to ‘stir the coffee before 
drinking, this immaterial thought releases neurotransmitters and causes synapses 
in the brain cells to fire. The immaterial thought stemming from the spiritual 
domain is materialised into signals in the physical domain that are sent to the 
muscles in the fingers while the coffee is being stirred.   
 
The ‘mind over matter’ governance of our own consciousness is part of our daily 
life experience when immaterial thoughts are being translated into physical bodily 
actions. There’s an interface between the mental and the physical plane where 
thoughts can cross the border to become materialised into the physical realm.  
 
Some quantum scientists are asking the question whether this border really exists 
at all. Professor Amit Goswami, a quantum scientist has taken the stance that 
there’s no such separation and he’s developed a new ground-braking physics 
called ‘physics within consciousness’. He has turned the current paradigm upside 



down by stating that the spiritual domain is the first cause of creation and that 
the physical world is an effect and not the cause of the spiritual domain. He’s not 
the only scientist to come to this conclusion since more and more scientists are 
now threading the same path that Goswami has paved.   
 
Merging science and spirituality, bridging the gap between the physical and 
mental planes and developing new models in physics that no longer exclude 
consciousness, has been and should be the real ‘quest for the holy grail in 
science’. It’s my humble opinion that no physics theory can be complete if one 
omits consciousness in these models.  
 
My book delves into the merger of science and spirituality. It’s a journey that 
leads the reader not only along the discoveries of quantum physics but also along 
the discoveries of torsion physics. Torsion physics has been developed by Russian 
scholars. Torsion waves are waves that travel in a spiralling manner at 
superluminal speeds, meaning faster than light! Yes that’s right, Einstein was 
wrong; energy can travel faster than light. Einstein’s relativity theories did not 
account for spin and angular momentum. He later tried to correct this omission in 
his relativity theory with an additional theory that has become known as the 
Einstein-Cartan theory.  
  
New torsion wave based physics are now being developed based on an ancient 
knowledge called ‘Sacred Geometry’. It has been passed down through the 
centuries in occult traditions. We mention but the names of David Wilcock, Daniel 
Winter and Nassim Haramein who basically merge the Russian torsion physics 
with Sacred Geometry. Nassim Haramein’s theory has already proven to be a true 
unified field theory that Einstein was looking for. It takes into account the missing 
spin, torsion or angular momentum that lacks from Einstein’s relativity theories. 
Haramein’s work is very promising and is supported by a professor within 
mainstream science. Haremein’s theory also has proven to unite Einstein’s 
relativity theories with quantum physics. This unification attempt is also the goal 
of mainstream physics ‘string theory’! 
 
The Russian physicist Nikolai Kozyrev in addition has proven that torsion fields 
must be associated with consciousness since the brain is also capable of creating 
these torsion fields. 
 
The new emerging torsion physics explains how the spiralling waves organize 
themselves in repeating patterns creating our observable physical world. These 
repeating energy patterns form a universal principle that is applied to built 
subatomic particles as well as planets, stars, solar systems and galaxies. This 
universal principle is called a fractal and it’s a recurring pattern found everywhere 
in the universe from the very small to the very large. Strangely enough around 
the world crop circles have appeared that demonstrate exactly how these fractal 
energy patterns are organized. If these crop circles were manmade, then 
surprisingly enough the makers of these circles must be well educated in this new 
physics that is now being developed.  
 
The current scientific discovery of the fractal interconnectedness of all physical 
matter in the universe is but the equivalent of the ancient Akasha field. It shows 
that at the fundamental level there only exists Oneness in the universe. Eastern 
spiritual traditions teach that consciousness is primordial and is the quintessence 
of all physical reality. A small but ground braking group of scientists are now 
sharing this ancient spiritual wisdom within science, merging both science and 
spirituality. 
 



It is this wisdom that humanity needs at the crossroads in this critical timeframe 
of our history before the problems we are facing start to spiral out of control. The 
world is One and we cannot solve our problems with an outdated Darwinian 
mindset, still believing in the survival of the fittest. In this time frame there won’t 
be any winners any longer. We will all become losers if we continue to travel 
along this destructive road to never-never land. Total annihilation and extinction 
awaits the so-called quote unquote winners at the end of the voyage. 
 
It’s therefore encouraging to realize that ‘Postkvantnost d.o.o’ will be an 
organisation that will spread this new knowledge and mindset in Croatia. We need 
new management and leaders with a totally new and holistic view on doing 
business. Business can be run in a non-competitive mode and with respect for 
each other and the environment, if we start to realize that we are not separate 
from the universe. We are no passive lookers-on but active co-creators of our 
own reality. We can change the world for the good of all if we know we are part 
of the Oneness. This Oneness goes by many names, some prefer to call it Allah or 
Buda, others call it God or the Creator, some call it Mother Nature or just the 
universe or the cosmos. The fact is that we are and never have been separated 
from the Source. 
 
I wish ‘Postkvantnost d.o.o’, all the best in their mission to spread this Post 
Quantum paradigm. Let me finally express my deepest gratitude to Mr Sinisa for 
inviting me to come to Zagreb and for all the support that I received from you 
with respect to the translation of my book. Let me also express my deepest 
respect and gratitude to Mr Mladen Kvaternik for his translation of my book. You 
two have proven that you are already living the message of my book by your 
non-selfish goal to share my book with the people in Croatia.  
 
Thank you all for being here today. 
 
Jan Wicherink 
 


